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Draw and Label Phenomenon
Add a Google drawing or take a picture and insert in this slide.

Phenomenon Which materials are better insulators of heat?
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Phenomenon observations

I  notice _Plastic is used frequently in many products_
I  notice _Warm clothing tends to be made out of cotton_
I  notice _Some types of leather respond differently to heat_
I  notice _The thickness of each fabric greatly influences insulation_
I  notice __
I  notice __
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Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what would 
happen if…?

I wonder  how each combination of materials will affect the insulinity?
I wonder  what makes a material a better insulator than others?
I wonder how clothing companies know which materials to use?
I wonder  what would happen if two effective insulators combine into one sweater?
I wonder  why some insulators are favored over others?
I wonder if natural insulators are as effective as artificial ones?
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More Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what 
would happen if…?

I wonder _what difference leather and suede would make__?
I wonder _if plastic is a better insulator than cloths__?
I wonder _if the color of tape affects the result__?
I wonder _why cotton is used very often in winter clothing__?
I wonder _what effect it would make if we froze the water instead__?
I wonder _what better insulators have that others don’t__?
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All Materials and Equipment  Available
List all materials and equipment (be as specific as possible with quantity and type)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Different types of fabrics:

Cotton

Linen

Suede

Leather

Plastic

Chamois
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Play to Learn More
Tinker and experiment with materials and equipment you have available to explore 
how everything works.

I  notice _the chamois is very thin and will probably not insulate well__

I  notice _the tape covers the most area__

I  notice _the suede is thicker than the leather__

I  notice _the chamois is barely enough to cover the cup of water__

I  notice _the tape, cotton and plastic are unusual colors for their materials__
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 Even More Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what 
would happen if…?

 Now I wonder _why artificial insulators haven’t ben implemented into clothing__?

Now I wonder _if the amount of tape would change the insulation__?

Now I wonder _if the chamois might not insulate well given the amount used__?

Now I wonder _if the different colors in materials lead to better or worse insulation__?

Now I wonder _if better quality materials (suede) contend with cheaper ones (plastic)__?

Now I wonder _what would happen if each material had the same amount of thickness__?
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Research Investigation (Experiment)
Independent Variables (a variable manipulated or changed by the 
experimenter-think “I” control it)

● The cloths and materials we use in testing.
● The cups of water.

Dependent Variables (a responding variable which could vary depending on 
other factors and can be measured and/or calculated with available equipment)

● The temperature of the water
● The temperature of the water after the experiment concludees
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Testable Question (can be answered with a claim based on evidence from a 
scientific experiment)

How will changing the material insulating the water

affect how the water changes temperature?
Independent variable selected for testing

dependent variable selected for testing
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Multiple Hypotheses/Predictions (consider every possible 
claim you might be able to make once you collect data)

1. Direct Relationship

Increasing the  amount of cloth used in testing will increase the water’s temperature.
independent variable selected for testing dependent variable selected for testing

2.     Indirect Relationship

Increasing the  time in which the water sits will decrease the water’s insulation.
independent variable selected for testing dependent variable selected for testing

3.     No Relationship

Increasing the amount of water used in testing will not change the temperature of the water.
independent variable selected for testing dependent variable selected for testing
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Draw and label experimental setup
Add a Google drawing or take a picture and insert in this slide.
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Materials and Equipment List for Experiment
Many fabrics, including plastic, cotton, tape, leather, suede, and chamois.

6 cups filled with warm water.

Thermometer for measuring the temperature of the water.

Timer to measure the amount of heat lost over time.

Graph to chart the data.
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Experimental Procedure (detailed enough to allow data collection to be 
repeated exactly as you collected it) 

Note: Control Variables (all independent variables not selected for testing must be given a set value or controlled. 

These controlled settings must be explicitly noted in the procedure.) 

● I took 6 glass cups and wrapped each of them in a different insulating material.
● I measured a cup of hot water into each glass and poured it carefully.
●  I had a data sheet were I recorded the beginning temperature and set a timer to take the temperature in 5-minute intervals 

for 20 minutes.
● I repeated this experiment 3 times to find an average of temperature loss over time.
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Data Observations (What do you notice as you look at the raw data collected 
in the data table and at the graphical representation of the data?)

_The graph is organized, making the data in the graph seem easier to compare. The graph 
also contains an average number of heat lost, showing the overall loss of heat.__
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Science Story (Using Claim, Evidence, and Reasoning, share the story the data 
tells and the science explains.)

Claim (answer to investigation question, should either be one of your hypotheses from page 7 
or a new claim you had not considered) _The plastic ended up as the best insulator, with 
second place being cotton.__

Evidence (cite data from the experiment to support the claim)_Plastic’s way of insulating is 
to trap all of the heat inside with no escape, whereas cotton tries to trap air molecules, which 
itself is an insulator of heat.__
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Science Story continued using CER
Reasoning (connect evidence to claim using scientific principles and rules)_ Plastic proved 
to be more effective, possibly because the air molecules were a colder temperature than the 
water.__

Peer Critique of CER (is there another way to interpret the data? Is there something they 
might not have considered? Is there another explanation which could connect the evidence to 
the claim?) ___
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Thinking more..
Now I wonder why…? Now I wonder if…? Now I wonder what…? Now I wonder 
how…? Now I wonder what would happen if…?

Now I wonder _how plastic was more effective than cotton__?

Now I wonder _what materials inside of plastic lead to it being the best insulator__?

Now I wonder _what makes chamois the worst insulator__?

Now I wonder _how suede and leather had two completely different results__?

Now I wonder _why artificial materials like tape were more effective than cloths like suede__?

Now I wonder _if the thickness of a material really influences the results__?
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